
Lesson plan form for the course

Discussing Diversity and Discrimination

Using the Online Tool Stories that Move

Name: Konstantina Eirini Koufou
School / institution: 3rd junior high school of Nafpaktos, Greece
Date plan was made: 27-4-2021
Age and level of the students the lesson plan is for: 14-15 years old students, general education with student population of typically developing

students, SEN and Roma in the same classroom
Specific subject matter or curriculum the lesson plan
is part of:

The lesson plan is linked to the national curriculum for the subject modern greek language in
3rd grade of junior high school [9th grade intern.] and specifically unit 3 about racism and
tolerance

Time allocated to the one or more lesson(s):
One or more lessons, duration of each lesson in
number of minutes.

two consecutive learning sessions with total duration 90 min [45 min. per teaching session
with a ten min. break in between]

Which content and skills will the lesson cover?

This lesson plan is theme-focused on antisemitism as an aspect of discrimination. With the use of tools provided by Anne Frank House and
specifically StM (mainly from Learning Path 2) students are expected to be aware of this tendency as a growing global issue related to racism and
prejudice. Besides gaining knowledge about basic key terms the students will be able to express themselves on a matter of significance since they
could already be discriminated upon their religion, nationality, gender or other personal traits in the present or the future.Students will improve their
reading, writing and social skills since they will collaborate and respect each other’s opinions and work respectfully to complete the assigned tasks and
present them to class. Finally, they will address the issue regarding today’s society and real life circumstances to take actions to support the ones
labeled and “othered”.
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What will students learn from this lesson? Formulate concrete and measurable aims:
1. The learners will gain knowledge in defining key terms related to discrimination and particurarly antisemitism
2. The learners will be aware of a global issue and express personal views on how to support the ones being discriminated

3. The learners will improve their social skills [4 Cs and 21th century ones on teamwork]

4.The learners will develop empathy and tolerance towards people that have traits other than their own

Why is it important for your students to learn about this? (relevance)
The topic is selected due to the relevance of the lesson(s) with the class in which it will be implemented since the school population of SEN students
and Roma often face discrimination and the antisemitism is a growing tendency in the country

What prior knowledge do your students have of the themes/topics that you will address in the lesson?
The prior activity and knowledge is a passage about African American Congresswoman Shirley Cheeseholm and the reasons for not getting high paid
jobs even when being qualified that all students will have studied from the school book for modern greek [language unit 3, passage 3, page 48]. In this
passage 4 key terms [racism, discrimination, prejudice, stereotypes] are mentioned and addressed briefly.
No other prior knowledge or skills of the students are required.
Some more and some less all the areas mentioned in the assessment rubric are addressed in the lesson plan.

Which resources (online and offline) have contributed to the preparation of this lesson plan?
the video from annefrank.org titled ‘Discrimination and equal rights’
https://www.annefrank.org/en/topics/discrimination-and-equal-rights/
the 2nd learning path from StM
https://www.storiesthatmove.org/en/five-learning-paths/
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3 videos from “facing discrimination” - FD
https://www.storiesthatmove.org/en/videos-2/facing-discrimination/
the FD worksheet - 2nd one
https://www.storiesthatmove.org/en/getting-started/worksheets/

the FD guide
https://www.storiesthatmove.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/StM_educators_guide_LP2.pdf

the glossary of StM
https://www.storiesthatmove.org/en/glossary/

the school book for modern greek language unit 3
http://ebooks.edu.gr/ebooks/v/html/8547/2216/Neoelliniki-Glossa_G-Gymnasiou_html-empl/indexd_1.html

Project Zero's Thinking Routine Toolbox
https://pz.harvard.edu/thinking-routines#CoreThinkingRoutines

Phase 1: Introduction
Getting your students’ attention, focussing on the main aims, connecting to your students’ prior knowledge or interests

Time Aims Learner activity Educators’ activity References

15 min. links to the
previous lesson,

Students
● watch the video.

The teacher the video from annefrank.org titled
‘Discrimination and equal rights’
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a chance for the
students to express
themselves on
factors of
discrimination

● answer the linking to the
previous lesson question by
answering “due to skin color
/being black and due to female
gender”.

● brainstorm to consider and write
individually in the poll 1 or more
other factors that can prevent
someone from being employed
because he or she seems different
and not due to lack of
skills/knowledge.

● After the results are shown on the
board with a tag cloud a
discussion follows with the
whole class to sum up the most
common stated aspects (for
example religion, nationality etc)
and add more.

1. shows the video titled
‘Discrimination and equal rights’
from annefrank.org.

2. then reminds the students of the
passage they all read and analysed
during the previous lesson. She
poses the question “What are the 2
reasons African American
Congresswoman Shirley
Cheeseholm stated for not getting
high paid jobs even when being
qualified?”

3. The teacher provides a link for a
brainstorming activity about other
factors - aspects of someone’s
identity and characteristics  that can
be the causes and have the same
result. Informs that a discussion will
follow on the ideas mentioned and
that the answers will be public.

https://www.annefrank.org/en/topic
s/discrimination-and-equal-rights/

the school book for modern greek
language unit 3, passage 3, page 48
http://ebooks.edu.gr/ebooks/v/html/
8547/2216/Neoelliniki-Glossa_G-G
ymnasiou_html-empl/indexd_1.htm
l

a web tool for a poll i.e. menti or
else
https://www.mentimeter.com/

the posed question in the 2nd task
described derives from worksheet
“How we see other people’’ lp1,
track 3, task 1, page 1

Phase 2: Explanation
Presentation of main elements of the lesson, explanation, giving examples

Time Aims Learner activity Educators’ activity References

3-5
min.

students to stay
motivated and
focused

students pay attention to the presentation
of the course of action and ask questions
if needed.

the teacher presents the course of action
during the lesson, the activities, the aims
and solves any questions.

the lesson is linked to the national
curriculum for modern Greek
language for students in 3rd grade
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in junior high school [9th
international]

Phase 3: Check on main terms used
Do students understand the key words and the aims of the lesson?

Time Aims Learner activity Educators’ activity References

5 min. students
to review the
knowledge of key
terms

to use the glossary

to get prepared for
new knowledge

learners state the 4 terms and look up
their definitions according to the task.

the teacher asks the students to look their
notes and point out the 4 key terms [racism,
discrimination, prejudice, stereotypes]
mentioned in the passage mentioned above
from the school book and to look them up
in the glossary of StM for more details and
discuss in pairs since the terms are linked to
the lesson and before the introduction of
new ones.

the school book for modern greek
language unit 3, passage 3, page 48
http://ebooks.edu.gr/ebooks/v/html/
8547/2216/Neoelliniki-Glossa_G-G
ymnasiou_html-empl/indexd_1.htm
l

the glossary of StM
https://www.storiesthatmove.org/en/
glossary/

Phase 4: Learners work individually and/or in pairs or groups
Time Aims Learner activity Educators’ activity References

55 min. to analyse a
multimodal source

to express
personal opinions
and arguments

Students do a think-pair-share activity.
every two groups

● watch the same story out of the
three selected [the 1st with Anna
(Denmark), Elias (Denmark) and
the 2nd of Shirel (Austria)]
where teens about their
experiences of discrimination.

The teacher
1. divides the students in 6 groups of

2-3 people with different skills and
learning profiles,

2. shares the links to the videos,
3. provides the questions to be

answered [who is
‘othered/labeled?’, who does the

the 3 chosen videos are here
https://www.storiesthatmove.org/en/
videos-2/facing-discrimination/

the activities are linked to the
‘think-pair-share’ routine from the
Project Zero's Thinking Routine
Toolbox
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to improve social
skills while
working in a team
and presenting
before class

to acquire new
knowledge

to be aware of a
global issue like
antisemitism

to have empathy
for those labeled
and “othered” and
discriminated

● discuss in their small group the
answers to the given questions
and review them.

● present their opinions and
● discuss with the whole class per

clip.
● answer the poll, get introduced to

the term “antisemitism”, discuss
the meaning from their
understanding in groups and the
whole class and then look it up in
the glossary of StM

labelling? where?, how?, why?, how
did the story end?],

4. gives a single choice poll with the
question ‘what kind of
discrimanation did the three teens
face?’ with given answers to choose
from and then shares the tag cloud
with everyone.

https://pz.harvard.edu/sites/default/f
iles/Think%20Pair%20Share_1.pdf

some of the posed questions derive
from worksheet “facing
discrimination” lp2
https://www.storiesthatmove.org/wp
-content/uploads/2020/06/Workshee
t-Facing-discrimination-DL.pdf

the glossary of StM
https://www.storiesthatmove.org/en/
glossary/

a web tool for a poll i.e. menti or
else
https://www.mentimeter.com/
a collaborative web tool for
students to write their answers
online like google docs or other

Phase 5: Supervising the learning process
Time Aims Learner activity Educators’ activity References

during
the
whole
learning
process

for the teacher to
provide feedback
and formative and

summative
assessment and to

the teacher observes, models, solves
problems, encourages students, evaluates
the process and participation [scaffolding]
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improve the lesson
plan

Phase 6: Rounding up
Last round about key terms, skills gained and strategy (looking ahead)

Time Aims Learners’ activity Educators’ activity References
10 min. to be aware of a

global issue like
antisemitism

to have empathy
for those labeled
and “othered” and
discriminated

to put themselves
in someone else's
shoes

to do the
assessment and
evaluation

students
● discuss if they have been

discriminated against based on
their nationality or religion or
other criteria, how they were
affected or would be and if they
know/ watch acts of
antisemitism,

● express their feelings on the
real-life stories of the three teens,

● review the key concepts and
● individually and based on the

time limits synchronously or
asynchronously do the lesson
evaluation [3 things they learned,
2 things they found interesting, 1
thing they need to work more on]
and the self and group
assessment and homework.

The teacher
a. asks students to share personal

stories of discrimination to
understand why this topic is
important today

b. review the main key terms of the
lessons

c. shares a lesson plan evaluation link
with a 3-2-1 open ended format and
a rubric for self-assessment and
group-assessment on skills,
knowledge and team work

d. assigns an asynchronous activity to
be completed at home individually
and to be posted online to the LM
platform of the classroom where all
students should engage, comment,
like and share opinions. The task is
like the routine “circles of action”
where each student suggests his and
her ways of supporting Anna, Elias
and Shirel against discrimination.

the sum up and the evaluation
activity are linked to the ‘take note’
routine from the Project Zero's
Thinking Routine Toolbox
https://pz.harvard.edu/sites/default/f
iles/Take%20Note.pdf

the asynchronous activity derives
from ‘circles of action’ routine from
the Project Zero's Thinking Routine
Toolbox
https://pz.harvard.edu/sites/default/f
iles/Circles%20of%20Action_1.pdf

and from the last task of the
worksheet “facing discrimination”
lp2
https://www.storiesthatmove.org/wp
-content/uploads/2020/06/Workshee
t-Facing-discrimination-DL.pdf
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